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Openness, accessibility, and the political geography of academic communication
When I was pursuing my Ph.D., one of the faculty members at
a department orientation gathering exhorted us all to aim to be
“rock stars.” Although I doubt that this individual was thinking
along these lines, there are some similarities in the business models
of the music and academic publishing industries.

In both cases, often just a small portion of the artist’s/academic’s
income is derived directly from royalties from the sale of one’s prod-
ucts. Therefore,we tend to prefer pricing systems inwhich our prod-
ucts are distributed at little or no cost. Inpart, this is becausewe take
pride inourworkand, sincewe’renot going tomakemuchmoneyoff
of royalties anyway, we want as many people as possible to enjoy it
and incorporate it into their own creative output. A cynic might also
remark thatwe favour low-cost or no-cost access becausewe realize
that extensive distribution of our recordings (or articles) will trans-
late into prestige, which, in turn, will be realized in income (through
concert ticket sales in the case of musicians, or, through salaries,
grants, tenure, and fellowships in the case of academics).

Needless to say, the for-profit companies that have typically had
a leading role in distributing media products have a different set of
interests, as their revenues have come primarily from sales. Over
time, systems of copyright law, intellectual property regulations,
and norms for profit sharing (through royalty payments) evolved
to forge a compromise that was acceptable to both sides. In the
past two decades, however, a series of revolutions in the ways in
which we produce, record, distribute, and consume information
have disrupted this compromise. A new generation of legal instru-
ments has emerged to respond to this new media environment,
including, most prominently, the World Intellectual Property Orga-
nization’s 1996 Treaties on Copyright and on Performances and
Phonograms, as well as subsequent conforming national legislation
and regulations. However, tension remains between artists/authors
and production companies/distributors. The terrain is far from
settled.

In this context of uncertainty, journal publishing companies
have sought to increase revenue, whether by adding more value
to the article through, for instance, increased linkage with proprie-
tary search software (a point raised by Kirby in his guest editorial
that follows) or by practicing a more intense form of “accumulation
by dispossession” (as Berg argues in his response). A rather unusual
coalition of scientists (led, as Kirby notes, by theoretical mathema-
ticians), radical academics, government research council adminis-
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trators, and populist politicians has emerged to argue for “open
access,” although it is not at all evident that this term has the
same meaning to representatives of these four groups. Publishing
companies have responded by making small portions of their jour-
nals open access (for instance, at the beginning of 2012, Elsevier
created an open access “Editor’s Choice” section on the Political
Geography website) and instituting options whereby authors can
pay to have their articles placed in front of the paywall.

The nature of academic publishing for the next decade and
beyond could proceed down a number of very different paths,
ranging from that envisioned by Kirby, in which today’s for-profit
publishers (or their commercial successors) maintain their role
while providing ever-more sophisticated search algorithms to
help readers find what they want, to the world of decentralized,
non-profit-operated, public access archives advocated by Petersen.

Debates surrounding open access and publication charges were
already in the air when the editors of Political Geography received
Andrew Kirby’s “Scientific Communication, Open Access, and the
Publishing Industry” as an unsolicited guest editorial. Recognizing
that his piece was an invitation to dialogue, we invited two
responses. Lawrence Berg a geographer who heads the University
of British Columbia’s Centre for Social, Spatial, and Economic
Justice, was one of the founding publishers of ACME, a leading geog-
raphy open-access journal, and has a long history developing open-
access alternatives. Katherine Petersen of Florida State University’s
Department of Mathematics is a specialist in theoretical mathe-
matics, and in particular topology, the area of academia that
perhaps has responded most aggressively, and most creatively, to
the open access challenge.

We expect that this dialogue will garner further comments, and
we hope to publish a round of responses, including one from Elsev-
ier, in a future issue of this journal. Please e-mail me if you wish to
join the dialogue by submitting a response.
Philip E. Steinberg
Florida State University, United States

Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
E-mail address: psteinberg@fsu.edu
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Scientific communication, Open Access, and the publishing industry
Introduction

This commentary is prompted by recent pieces in The Guardian
(Taylor, 2012) and The Economist (http://www.economist.com/
node/18744177) that are critical of Elsevier, Springer and other
large publishers in STM (the science, technology and medical
fields). Without oversimplifying the argument, which emanates
from some different directions, the basic thrust is that authors
should not have to relinquish their copyrights, as publishers can
then charge a pay-per-view fee that can be as high as $40. This is
seen to be 1. exorbitant when the costs of digital transfer are so
low; 2. a major contributor to the significant profits enjoyed by
the publishers in question (in his Guardian post, palaeontologist
Taylor describes them as ‘obscene’); 3. adding to the costs of higher
education and 4. routing public funds away from actual research.

This mainstream critique amplifies a longstanding disquiet
within parts of the academy. From the academic blogosphere we
find numerous postings that dismiss for-profit publishing. Here is
a representative offering, from a mathematiciand“It is a truth
universally acknowledged that journals fail to add significant value
in a way that justifies their high prices (we write, typeset, referee,
edit, and they do basically nothing except charge an arm and
a leg for it” (http://sbseminar.wordpress.com/2010/08/10/
negative-value-added-by-journals/)). Indeed, the author suggests
that commercial publishers actually remove value by wasting
authors’ time requiring weird formats and professional quality
diagrams.

Some academics (and many of those who post on this issue)
favor the creation of (OA) Open Access journals inwhich the author
maintains copyright. In addition, some fields seem to be drifting
away from journals, by creating digital repositories in which schol-
arly products are held for anyone who wants to use them. This is
particularly true of fields such as astrophysics, which has been
developing such a system (ArXiv) since 1991.

OA and its many variants are not a simple alternative to the STM
sector, which some estimate to beworth $30 billion annually. At the
very least, OA has some inbuilt complexities, such as the transfer of
the costs of publication from the user (the i-Tunes model) to the
producer (the graffiti model, in which the producer bears all the
upfront expense, with the hope of being rewarded, in some
manner, by someone, at some later date). Authors pay (typically
from $1000–3000) to have their work published. Consequently,
suspicions lurk that exclusively OA journals are low-quality exam-
ples of vanity publication, and bibliometric research has been done
to explore this issue (the results of which are inconclusive: see
Wagner for a comprehensive assessment: 2010).
0962-6298/$ – see front matter � 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Science as networks of communication

These discussions on the alternatives to STM publications can be
both rudimentary and vitriolic. Some of the latter emerges from
a simplification of the relationship that exists between science
(the production of knowledge) and scientific communication
(that which leads ultimately to publication). In much of the scien-
tific community (again, definitions will follow), the science is
assumed to be a distinct activity that precedes the communication:
so the progression is science< communication. Because the publi-
cation of results seems to be a minor part of the overall activity, it is
therefore easy to assume that it can be replaced by simplerdand
ever cheaperdprocesses, such as posting material on websites
and so forth.

However, amore critical reading of this relationship reverses the
processdcommunication< sciencedand in doing so, dramatically
changes the relative significance of the two activities. Leydesdorff
(2001, p. 190) argues that “science is an order emerging from
networks of communication”, which of course reflects what we
know from the sociology of science, as it is manifested in the works
of Latour, Harding and others (but which is rarely taught in Colleges
of Science). In this view of the world, science is a construction, not
a unified and self-evident truth, and is highly dependent upon rela-
tions between its producersdand its consumersdfor its form.
Naturally enough, then, this reversal of the order also imbues
communication with significantly more importance to the end
product.

Reversing the emphasis, to focus upon scientific networks, is
important as it opens up for us the significance of the communica-
tion process that lies at the core of the production of knowledge.
The formation of what we recognize as disciplines occurs via
a process of collaboration, refutation, agreement and rejection,
none of which can occur without forms of one-to-one and one-
to-many communication. These shift continually, as new multidis-
ciplinary enterprises emerge and are institutionalized into new
fields, such as climate change science.

It is the simplicity, or complexity, of this interaction that under-
pins different attitudes to journal publication. In a field such as
mathematics, where some of the most virulent reactions to
commercial publishers are to be found, communication can be
thought of as representative of a previous scientific eradpre-
Enlightenment rather than pre-digitaldwhere the norm is to
pass around proofs and to vote upon their elegance. To such amedi-
eval guild (Johnston uses the apt metaphor of the village), the
contemporary publisher offers little (Johnston, 2005). The vast
expense of digitizing the collective wisdom lodged within tens of
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millions of journal articles, borne by publishers over the past
decade, amounts to nothing; the same is probably true of electronic
submission systems and search platforms.

If we go back to the other alternative to journal publication, the
repository mentioned above, we find some similar issues. In astro-
physics, for instance, an inclusive pre-print ArXiv repository is
maintained. This is another insular field, where a closed disci-
plinary turf has been patrolled for decades and ontological dissent
is marginalized (see for instance Smolin, 2006). In these contexts,
the focus of the discipline can be maintained relatively easily, so
that the complicated questions that arise in some fields about the
relative standards of different journals do not occur.

Many other fields display much greater complexity, manifested
in more complex networks of communication. Geopolitics, we
know, lies at the intersection of several fields; urban studies links
to many. We know this intuitively, but digital information transfer
permits us to explore this with some precision, as we can see in the
following two cases. What is important about both of these
Fig. 1. The linkages between disciplines, based upon clickstream data, from Bollen et al., 20
examples is that they are undertaken using proprietary search
engines, one offered by Elsevier, the other by Thomson-Reuters.

Fig. 1, for instance, is an analysis of over one billion clicks in
2006–7, aggregated to reflect the journals visited by samples of
academic researchers. It is a precise measure of which fields of
inquiry are literally connected to others and with what strength.

What this reveals is interesting as a guide to current research
behavior, and perhaps to future funding needs. The authors of the
study provide a summary of part of their insights:

“Human geography studies connect to geography, plant
genetics, and finally agriculture. A number of clusters are well-
connected to both the natural science and social science clus-
ters. For example, ecology and biodiversity (5PM) connects the
domains of biology (rim, 5PM) and architecture and design (hub,
5PM). Production and manufacturing (12PM) bridge the
domains of physics and engineering (rim, 2PM) and economics
(hub, 11PM)” (Bollen et al., 2009, p. 6).
09. An OA publication, permission unnecessary. See original for research methodology.



Fig. 2. A map of science based on citation links produced by Leydesdorff and Rafols, available from http://www.leydesdorff.net/map06/index.htm.
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For the record, mathematics journals tend to be connected only
to other math journals; astrophysics is similarly isolated.

In the second example, Leydesdorff and Rafols display the
results of a factor analysis of co-citation matrices for over 6000
science journals citied within other science journals. This reveals
a different, but analogous, map of science; again, we see that there
is a testable proposition here, namely that those who are most crit-
ical of for-profit journals reside in fields that display the most
marginal locations, such as mathematics and astrophysics, and to
a lesser extent, geology (Fig. 2).
The potential of bibliometrics

Thesediagramsare expressions of the emergingfieldof bibliomet-
rics.While it is easy tobedistractedby the complexbutelegantgraph-
ical output, the researchhas a deeper purpose, namely to examine the
structures of knowledge. This has been done in the past in a parochial
way, measuring for instance the influence of individualswithin disci-
plines, but here the scope is much broader, to explore how ideas
metastasize. Recent studies show the development of nanotech-
nology, environmental studies, and transnational collaborations
(Frenken, Hardeman, & Hoekman, 2009; Richardson, 2012).

These inductive approaches can seem like crude trawling exer-
cises, but there is enormous potential here to transcend the limits
to knowledge acquisition. When Darwin wrote, it was not impos-
sible to strive to know something about everything. Now the
successful academic is one who knows everything about some-
thing, however narrow and arcane that something might appear.
With this level of specialization come barriers to anyone attempt-
ing to transcend a specialized field, with the result that subfields
tend to become ever smaller. In consequence, the digital footprint
has grown exponentiallydsome 200,000 journals are produced
globally, and there are now over 35 million papers and reviews in
existence (Kähler, 2010).
In this environment, researchers who need to transcend these
limitations require help, and this is where the STM publishers
come in, developing different types of research support. Some are
not relevant to social scientistsdstreaming video of clinical proce-
dures to a smart phone is valuable to a nursing professional but not
to us. However, being able to move in an efficient manner from
article to citation to article is a valuable resource, and proprietary
search platforms (Scopus, Thomson-ISI) make this possible. In
contrast, ‘traditional’ search procedures are unable to offer anything
like the same levels of flexibility, precision or accuracy (Jasco, 2005).

STM can also go a step further, creating meta-journals that
provide the same information in amore structuredmanner. Current
Research on Cities is designed to provide summaries of information
for those working in the field, but also those in geology or public
health who would not think of themselves as urban researchers,
but whose work is taking them in exactly that direction (Kirby,
2012).
Conclusions

The debate on copyright has become even more acrimonious as
legislative efforts to mandate OA have been proposed in both the
UK and the US and criticized by the representatives of the STM
sector (see Taylor, 2012; Tempest, 2012). As I have pointed out
here, though, the apparent choice that is under debate is somewhat
misleading. The issue of copyright vs. OA does not get to the
complexities of how scientific communication does, can or should
occur. While it is correct that digital information transfer makes
many more things possible, it is not clear that we have thought
through the implications of setting the price point closer to zero.
The obvious analogy is the death of the newspaper: if users are
unwilling to pay for content (digital or print), we will see the
continued collapse of those publishers and the value that they
add (in collecting and verifying information). The same is true in

http://www.leydesdorff.net/map06/index.htm
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the STM field: we can change the pricing structure, but thenwe are
left with the scholarly version of the celestial jukeboxdmillions of
articles, trillions of words, and no obvious means to make sense of
any of it.
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This brief essay is partly a response to Andrew Kirby’s guest
editorial (“Scientific communication, open access, and the
publishing industry”) and partly a response to a series of wider
issues in academic publishing. These issues include, but are by no
means limited to the recent so-called ‘Academic Spring’ (including
a call for academics to boycott Elsevier publishers) and the push for
open-access scholarly publishing. What I will argue here is that
capitalist academic publishers engage in a wide range of processes
that should be understood as forms of “accumulation by disposses-
sion” (Harvey, 2005) in order to extract surplus value from the
production of scientific knowledge.

David Harvey (2005) suggests that over the past two decades or
so neoliberalized forms of capitalism have tended to be character-
ized by accumulation by dispossession rather than growth genera-
tion. This has takenmany forms, including armed conflict (e.g., Gulf
Wars I and II), asset stripping through corporate mergers and
concentration, credit and stock manipulation, management and
manipulation of crises, real estate speculation, structural adjust-
ment programs, and the privatization and commodification of
public assets. I want to suggest here that capitalist academic
publishers engage also in a form of accumulation by dispossession,
whereby they extract surplus value from the (primarily) state-
funded labour of academic researchers, editors, and peer reviewers
in the production of scholarly publications.

To begin, and at the risk of over-simplifying Kirby’s argument, I
will try to summarizewhat I see as his key points. Kirby begins with
the observation that some of those who promote open-access
scientific publishing draw a rather too-sharp distinction between
science and communication, and they then place far too much
emphasis on science and too little on communication. Citing
Leydesdorff (2001), Kirby argues that “science is an order emerging
from networks of communication”. He notes that recognition of
this fact is important “as it opens up for us the significance of the
communication process that lies at the core of the production of
knowledge.”
All rights reserved.
Kirby goes on to argue that for each discipline it is “the
simplicity, or complexity, of [communication networks] that
under-pins different attitudes to journal publication,” and that it
is primarily from disciplines with more ‘simple’ relationships that
we see the most vehement criticisms of for-profit publishers. Kirby
suggests that one of the key issues missing from the paywall versus
open-access debates is recognition of the growing complexity of
knowledge production, especially through publication of peer-
reviewed scholarly works, and the need for a system to make sense
of the wider connections in this increasingly complex scientific
literature. He argues that search and analytical systems put in place
by for-profit publishers provide the means to better navigate these
complex and interrelated scientific knowledges. He concludes:

While it is correct that digital information transfer makes many
more things possible, it is not clear that we have thought
through the implications of setting the price point closer to
zero.. We can change the pricing structure, but thenwe are left
with the scholarly version of the celestial jukebox d millions of
articles, trillions of words, and no obvious means to make sense
of any of it.

I have to disagree with Kirby on a number of fronts.
I disagree with Kirby’s characterization of opposition to for-

profit publishing as coming from a few disciplines with rather
‘simple’ relationships between publication and disciplinary
advances. Criticism of for-profit publishing is coming from a wide
range of disciplinary backgrounds and more importantly, from
many sources outside of the academic disciplines themselves,
such as large research universities like Harvard (Sample, 2012),
charitable organizations (Guardian, 2012), libraries (Case, 1998),
government ministers and departments (Willetts, 2012; Wray,
2006), and a host of popular commentators (e.g., Monbiot, 2011;
for a wide collection of these criticisms, see a series of articles on
open-access publishing in The Guardian Online: http://www.
guardian.co.uk/science/open-access-scientific-publishing).
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If we take Kirby’s arguments about the relationship between
science and communication seriously d and I believe that we
should do so d then his conclusions seem to be problematic, for I
cannot see how locking scientific research behind paywalls
improves the scholarly communication process. Intuitively, one
would expect the opposite to be the case, and this is borne out by
download data and citation counts, two measures that are used
extensively by for-profit journal publishers as indicators of commu-
nication efficacy. Let’s examine the first of these measures in my
own Canadian context with the 2011 annual report by the editor
of The Canadian Geographer (Schuurman, 2012). According to this
report, the journal’s most downloaded paper was accessed 1755
times during 2011; the tenth most downloaded paper was accessed
410 times. Compare these data to those from the open-access jour-
nal ACME: An International E-Journal for Critical Geographies: the
most downloaded paper from volume 10, number 2 was accessed
17,242 times during the period 15 February 2011 to 20 May 2012;
the tenth most-downloaded paper from that volume was accessed
1364 times. Comparisons of citation counts further support the
notion that open-access publishing leads to wider scholarly
communication. A recent annotated bibliography on the “open
access citation advantage” (Wagner, 2010) documented 39 different
scholarly studies that concluded that open access results in a signif-
icant increase in citations. Only three studies concluded that open
access did not increase citations (four other studies reported a posi-
tive correlation between open-access and increased citations, but
disputed a cause and effect relationship). If we accept that down-
loads and citations are proxies for scholarly communication, then
it seems logical to question Kirby’s proposition that paywalls
enhance scientific communication.

Notwithstanding a number of concerns, I’m happy to acknowl-
edge that for-profit publishers add value to the publication process
and thus might have some role to play in academic knowledge
production. Certainly, publishers like Wiley Blackwell, Taylor &
Francis, and Elsevier provide a great deal of both expertise (in the
form of journal production processes, copy-editing, manuscript
management, formatting and typesetting, etc.) and labour (often
in the form of low-wage but highly-skilled labour from the Global
South) to the publishing process. They also provide access to
a wide range of scholarly indexes and journal aggregators (such
as EBSCO), which ‘bundle’ and then sell journals to a wider audi-
ence beyond the research libraries of the Global North. At the
same time, however, we must seriously consider the value that
capitalist publishers extract from the process of publishing, and
the role that such value extraction might play in the wider process
of academic knowledge production.

In order to better understand the role of capitalist publishers in
knowledge production, it is useful to quickly review the history of
their rise to prominence in the academy. As I have reported else-
where (Berg, 2009), demographic changes and the democratization
of tertiary education systems saw university education expand
significantly in places like Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK,
and the USA during the 1950s and 1960s. Prior to this period,
much publishing was done through learned societies, but with the
growth in both the size and number of academic departments
came increased pressure on the limited journal publication venues
offered by the learned societies. Commercial publishers moved in
to fill this need, and by the 1990s large numbers of journals were
being produced by commercial publishers, many of which saw an
opportunity to extract significant surplus value from the academic
publishing market. New academic audit systems (e.g., the UK
Research Excellence Framework, New Zealand Performance Based
Research Funding, and Excellence in Research Australia) that priori-
tize refereed journal articles have served to further increase ourneed
for journals and thereby have enhanced the ability of capitalist
publishing firms to extract profits from academe (see Castree et al.,
2006). Moreover, as Anssi Paasi (2005) argues, this is all part of the
rise of academic capitalism, which also (perhaps contradictorily)
results in the homogenization of publication venues in the academy.

What makes journal publishing such an attractive enterprise for
capitalists, in part at least, is the significant amount of indirect
state-funded subsidies available to publishers, who are thus able
to dramatically increase the surplus value that they extract from
the publishing enterprise. In this regard, journal publishers are
able to rely on a wide range of labour inputs that are paid for by
the state (or in some cases, by other forms of capital such as private
universities). In so doing, they are able to engage in “accumulation
by dispossession” (Harvey, 2005). In this regard, and as others have
pointed out (see, e.g., Berg, 2009; Monbiot, 2011), academic
publishers have access to the virtually free work of academics,
who contribute their labour to the publishing enterprise in
a wide range of forms: as researchers, as editors, as editorial board
members, and as referees. All of this labour is a free input into capi-
talist publishing processes because it is paid for by primarily state-
funded academic employers and national research councils. The
surplus value thus extracted by for-profit publishers is almost 100
percent of the value of the labour inputs, and it must be seen as
a form of dispossession of public funding for scientific activities.

Eventually, academic publishers do add some value to the
process, in particular with assistance in the management of manu-
scripts (usually in the form of access to automated manuscript
management systems such as Manuscript Central and Scholar
One), and in the actual printing and distribution of hard-copy jour-
nals. This latter process has seen much of this productionwork ‘off-
shored’ to places such as India, which has a highly educated yet still
inexpensive labour force. Additionally, most for-profit academic
publishers have more than made up for any costs associated with
adding value to the publication process through profit-taking.
Mary Case (1998) notes that in the decade between 1988 and
1998 the average cost increase to research libraries for serials was
9.5% per annum. Inflation during that period was usually less
than 5% per annum. An earlier, twenty-year longitudinal study of
scientific journal publishing in the USA (Tenopir & King, 1997)
found that neither increases in journal pages and number of issues
nor inflation could adequately account for price increases made by
commercial publishers. In other words, it appears that during this
period commercial publishers were making significant increased
year-on-year profits on the backs of a ‘captured market’: academic
research libraries (Berg, 2009). This profit-taking has significant
impacts on the relatively well-to-do academic libraries of major
research universities in the global North, many of which have had
to reduce their serials subscriptions in order to meet their budgets
(Case, 1998; Sample, 2012). At the same time, this profit-taking also
operates to prevent scientific knowledge circulation, especially in
the Global South (see, e.g., Hide, 2012; Taylor, 2012).

Capitalist academic publishers engage in a wide range of other
practices to create the conditions by which they can continue to
accumulate by dispossession. Key to these is the way that such
publishers enclose knowledge through copyright. In this regard,
most publishers require authors to transfer copyright to the journal
before their research can be published. Similarly, with the increased
for-profit publication of journals formerly produced by learned
societies (such as Transactions of the IBG [Wiley Publishers], Annals
of the AAG [Taylor & Francis Publishers], The Canadian Geographer
[Wiley Publishers], etc.) d publishers have been laying claim to
large back catalogues of journals, and then charging significant
fees for republication of these works in edited collections where
the editor is not the author of the original article. I am currently
attempting to get permission from Taylor & Francis for permission
to publish a Turkish translation of an article that I wrote with
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a colleague. That colleague is presently Editor-in-Chief of the jour-
nal in which we published the original article, and I served as an
editorial boardmember of the same journal. I estimate that in those
roles, and at our current salaries, we have contributed labour
valued at more than USD30,000.00 to the journal. On our initial
request for permission to publish the translation, we were directed
to the standard permission request process, which would have
required us to pay for that permission. Given our roles with the
journal, we requested that such permission for republication be
granted free of charge. That request was submitted more than
five months ago, and as I write this we still do not have permission
to publish a Turkish translation of our own scholarly work. This is
merely one personal example of the wider processes of the private
enclosure of academic knowledge and the accumulation by dispos-
session that such enclosure enables.

Andrew Kirby argues that we need to keep the current paywall
system in place in academic publishing, because it funds the devel-
opment of a complex data system in which we can better under-
stand the relationships between diverse sets of scientific
knowledge. I say the costs of this are simply too high if it means
allowing our own scholarly knowledge to be enclosed, and if that
in turn allows for the continued accumulation by dispossession
on the part of capitalist academic publishers. Certainly, those who
fund our research are now questioning the logic of having to pay
for it twice through for-profit publishing. They are starting to recog-
nize how this process dispossesses the public of the very knowl-
edge that it already pays for. Isn’t it about time that we
academics also question the enclosure of the knowledge that we
produce, and the dispossession of the public that such enclosure
entails?
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Non-profit alternatives to commercial academic journals: Success stories
from mathematics
In ‘Scientific communication, open access, and the publishing
industry,’ Andrew Kirby asserts that proponents of open access
underestimate the importance and complexity of scientific
communication, and that this mistaken view arises mainly in “iso-
lated” fields such as mathematics. He holds that journals perform
necessary functions which cannot be performed in other ways. I
will respond as a mathematician who supports open access.

First, I want to underline the key point that Kirby does not
address, namely, that many for-profit publishers charge exorbitant
prices for their journals. Much of the work of publishing these jour-
nals (writing, refereeing, editing) is done for free by the academics
themselves, and in many cases the research itself is funded by
taxpayers, so it would seem the journals should be low cost and
publicly available. Instead, many publishers charge high prices,
force institutions to purchase journals they do not want through
the so-called bundling process, and restrict public access to
research results. If journals are to earn their privileged position
within the academic world, their practices should advance rather
than impede the missions of higher education and research.

Let us consider Kirby’s points in order. Kirby begins by claiming
that communication is more vitally important to the process of
science than is often thought. He argues that in fields where
communications among researchers are “simple”, there is greater
opposition to the current practices of journals than in fields where
communications are “complex.” It is not clear why lower commu-
nicative complexity should increase a field’s opposition to the
current practices of some journals. Kirby suggests that newer
interdisciplinary fields are most in need of journals as they are
still establishing their identity, but we are not told why that
identity-creation could not happen in open access or non-profit
journals.

Mathematics is selected as a representative field with strong
opposition. Kirby argues that mathematics is isolated (“marginal”)
with an antiquated and simplistic communication structure, and
this leads mathematicians to undervalue the role of the modern
publisher. These claims are not supported by the evidence he offers.

Kirby draws the conclusion that math is insular from the biblio-
metric analyses of Bollen et al. (2009) and Leydesdorff and Rafols
(2009). However, these analyses are misleading. One reason
is that mathematics and mathematicians often appear with
different disciplinary affiliations. Many universities have multiple
mathematics-related departments: applied mathematics, compu-
tational mathematics, statistics, and operations research are a few
examples. Leydesdorff and Bollen (in part) rely on the Thomson
Scientific ISI classifications. In the ISI, various branches of mathe-
matics are listed under computer science, engineering, biomedical
0962-6298/$ – see front matter � 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.polgeo.2012.05.008
sciences, and physics; thus the true reach of mathematics is under-
represented by their analysis.

A second reason these analyses are misleading is that they fail to
capture most mathematical activity. The ISI indexes fewer than half
of the math journals found at Math Reviews (MR) and Zentralblatt
MATH (Adler, Ewing, & Taylor, 2008). There are fewer mathemati-
cians, fewer articles per mathematician, and fewer citations per
article inmath, resulting inmath appearing less active and less con-
nected in this analysis than in reality. As Adler et al. (2008, p. 5)
point out, “The special citation culture of mathematics, with low
citation counts for journals, papers, and authors, makes it especially
vulnerable to the abuse of citation statistics.”

Further, Kirby’s conclusion that “mathematics journals tend to
be connected only to other math journals” is not supported by Bol-
len. The only mention of math in the entire article (including
diagrams) is the following: the Annals of Mathematics (one of the
premier general mathematics journals) is cited as having a particu-
larly high correspondence with not only the American Journal of
Mathematics and American Mathematical Monthly, but also with
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America and Econometrica. This suggests connectivity,
not isolation.

In fact, of six disciplines studied, Porter and Rafols (2009) have
shown (using the ISI as well) that the connectivity of math is
increasing fastest. One way this can be seen is in the increase in
multiple-author papers. Connectedness is also evident in the struc-
ture of modern mathematics departments. The Department of
Mathematics at Florida State University, my home department,
has researchers in pure mathematics, mathematical biology, math-
ematical finance, and actuarial mathematics along with several
other branches of applied mathematics. Even pure mathematics
has strong interdisciplinary connections to current research in
philosophy, computer science, physics, astronomy, biology and,
increasingly, geography (e.g. Abrahamsson, 2012). I am a pure
mathematician and have a paper in the Journal of Physical Chemistry
A. As Lovász (1999, p. 2) states, the viewofmathematics as insular is
dated: “mathematics has outgrown the small and close-knit
community of nerds that it used to be. And with increasing size,
the profession is becoming more diverse, more structured and
more complex.”

Kirby makes the puzzling assertion that “communication [in
mathematics] can be thought of as representative of a previous
scientific era – pre-Enlightenment rather than pre-digital – where
the norm is to pass around proofs and vote upon their elegance.”
He says this “medieval guild” mentality makes mathematicians
undervalue the services of contemporary publishers and the effort
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Table 1
Comparative prices of mathematics journals, reproduced with permission from
Arnold and Cohn (2012, p. 3).

Journal Publisher Metricsa Priceb $/art.c $/page $/cite

Annals of Mathematics Princeton 3.7/A* $447 5.39 0.12 0.06
SIAM J. Appl. Math SIAM 1.8/A* $642 5.95 0.27 0.13
Journal of the AMS AMS 3.6/A* $300 9.09 0.24 0.13
Advances in Mathematics Elsevier 1.6/A* $3899 11.53 0.35 0.90
Journal of Algebra Elsevier 0.7/A* $6944 13.89 0.75 1.22
Journal of Number Theory Elsevier 0.6/B $2745 17.49 1.12 1.91

a Metrics are the 2010 5-year impact factor from Journal Citation Reports and the
2010 rating by the Australian Research Council (based on expert opinion). A* ¼ top-
rated, B ¼ “solid, though not outstanding.”

b Elsevier prices are the amounts actually paid by the University of Minnesota for
electronic-only institutional subscriptions in 2012. The lowest prices Arnold and
Cohn could find on the Elsevier web site as of February 29 were $3555.20, $5203,
and $2226.40. The Annals price is again the actual amount paid by UMN, which is
slightly greater than the $435 list price. The SIAM and AMS prices are the list prices,
although UMN paid less because of institutional membership.

c Columns 5–7 normalize by the most recent data available: the numbers of
articles and pages published in 2011 and the number of citations to the journal
made in 2010 (as reported in Journal Citation Reports).
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involved in digitizing past publications and in providing electronic
search methods. Even if his picture of mathematical scholarship
were accurate, the connection he implies here is mysterious –

why should a field with this mentality have less need or apprecia-
tion for the distribution of new results, archives of past publica-
tions, or useful search functions, than other fields?
Mathematicians need these things just as other fields do, and
have created newways to get them outside of the for-profit system.

Academic journals serve five main purposes – dissemination,
registration (establishing precedence), review, filtration (orga-
nizing), and designation (Clarke, 2010). The mathematical commu-
nity has already begun to use new tools for several of these
functions; let me introduce a few.

For dissemination and registration, the arXiv is the key tool. It is
free to use and is supported by many institutions (see http://arxiv.
org/help/support for funding details). In fact, “the arXiv [is] by far
the dominant preprint repository and it is the first place many
mathematicians in certain areas of the discipline look for new
research” (Crowley, Hezlet, Kirby, & McClure, 2011, p. 2). Most
mathematicians post pre-prints of their work to the arXiv or on
their personal web pages.

For review and filtration, MathSciNet and the associated Math
Reviews are superb services run by the American Mathematical
Society (AMS), a non-profit professional organization. MathSciNet
is a comprehensive searchable database of mathematics papers; it
is offered to institutions on a subscription basis. Math Reviews are
associated to each paper; these summarize the results of
the paper and the paper’s merit. They are written for free by other
mathematicians (much like referee reports for traditional
journals).

The service of designation or branding is trickier, although as
new journals and online repositories become more established,
their prestige rankings will be sorted out. Even established prestige
rankings can shift quickly. In 2006 the entire editorial board of the
Elsevier journal Topology resigned. The journal Geometry &
Topology was created with the aim “to run a journal of top quality
essentially free, using authors’ labor for the typesetting and the
Internet for distribution of its electronic version” (Birman, 2000,
p. 773). In 2009 Topology ran its last issue, and now Geometry &
Topology has taken its place as the foremost journal in the subject.
As onemathematician has noted, “from the economic point of view,
prestigious journals are like colas: the importance is in the brand”
(Walt, 2007). The move away from for-profit publishers in recent
years arises because mathematicians do not think the brand
name is worth such a high premium.

How high is the premium? Table 1 reveals a startling discrep-
ancy in prices (see also, American Mathematical Society, n.d.;
Birman, 2000; Kirby, 1997; Rehmann, n.d.). As The prices of repre-
sentative Elsevier journals are significantly greater than those of
representative non-profit journals, even when the non-profit jour-
nals are rated more highly on scholarly impact.

Far frombeinguninterested inmodern communicationmethods,
mathematicians rely on them heavily. Indeed, the fundamental
role of communication in research is a major reason behind the
protest against journal pricing and copyright practices. Mathemati-
cians are unsatisfied with a system whose high price point and
draconian copyright regulations are an effective barrier to
communication.

What about other functions of publishers? Kirby says that math-
ematicians fail to appreciate the expense of digitization projects.
Having digital access to archives of journals is useful, for mathema-
ticians as for others, and such archives do represent an initial cost to
create. However digital archiving too can be conducted by non-
profit organizations, and it need not be bundled with the price of
new journals. In mathematics, many historical texts have been
digitized and are freely available through such projects are Project
Euclid, Numdam, and the archiving projects of the American Math-
ematical Society. In comparison, the digitization fees charged by
many for-profit journals seem excessive.

Data storage costs for such an archive are small. As early as 1995,
it was realized that “the electronic storage capacity needed for
dissemination of research results in mathematics is trivial with
today’s technology” (Odlyzko, 1995, p. 50). Current open access
mathematics projects like the Open Journal of Discrete Mathematics
and the New York Journal of Mathematics (NYJM) are able to meet
their costs, including data storage costs, with grant money or by
charging minimal fees.

Outside of the traditional functions of journals, Kirby identifies
other important roles publishers can play amid increasing
academic specialization: “developing different types of research
support,” which includes offering “proprietary search platforms,”
and “creating meta-journals.” These are valuable services that
publishers could charge for separately, but their value fails to
address the original debate about open access and low- or no-
cost scholarly journals.

Kirby’s final sentiments are perhaps his most misguided, when
he compares for-profit journals to newspapers and worries that if
we move to low cost or free journals there will be no way to
make sense of the ensuing flood of articles. His concern here is
the curatorial and vetting function that editors and reviewers serve
– but those important functions can be performed equally well for
a low cost open access journal.

Newspapers require money to pay for their reporters, editors,
and fact checkers, but this is not the case with scholarly journals.
With the exception of some editors who are paid a small stipend,
these services are all done for free already. The salaries of the
authors, reviewers and editors are paid either by their parent insti-
tutions or by grants, most often from public research foundations.
In Kirby’s analogy, the reporter (the mathematician) is paid not
by the newspaper (the journal) but by the taxpayers.

Despite Kirby’s assertion that “it is not clear that we have
thought through the implications of setting the price point closer
to zero,” mathematicians have been discussing alternatives, strate-
gies and pitfalls for decades, and alternative systems are already
thriving. They are not limited to open access; many successful
low cost journals are now available (see Louis, Schneider, &
Rehmann, 1999 for a cost analysis of the online journal Documenta
Mathematica, as well as Steinberger, 1996 for a history of the online
New York Journal of Mathematics).

http://arxiv.org/help/support
http://arxiv.org/help/support
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Kirby’s evidence does not show that math is isolated from other
disciplines, nor that it relies on outmoded communication struc-
tures. Far from oversimplifying the problems of new publishing
models, mathematicians have already implemented alternatives
to for-profit publishing. Many services now performed by for-
profit publishers rely on the free labor of academics and can be
had at low cost outside the for-profit system.
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The recent debate on the merits of the open access agenda in
the pages of Political Geography intimates towards a set of power-
ful underlying problems within academic publishing. Let me start
by saying that I’m afraid that the bad news is twofold. First, these
problems are unlikely to go away any time soon. And, second, I
have not seen a solution that is going to appease very many of
our colleagues. In fact, as the debates continue to thicken so
too the possibilities seem to become increasingly cloudy and
unattractive. In the UK we have become distracted with talk of
‘green’ or ‘gold’ forms of academic publishing that implicitly
suggest, when it comes to the apparent inevitability of open
access, that we only have two options available to us – the repos-
itory or the pay to publish model. The talk associated with open
access usually focuses upon forging a model that might enable
the academic publishing industry to continue to thrive. The
problem is that in many ways we are treating academic
publishing as being somehow outside of some broader currents
of cultural and social change. These changes relate to an altering
mediascape in which the nature of production and dissemination
has become, for want of a better expression, decentralised. The
challenges created by a changing socio-technological context,
furnished by some altering cultural values, are pulling academia
into a situation that is already playing out across a range of other
cultural sectors.

In the face of these changes what we have ended up with are
some apparently intransient disagreements about the way that
academic publishing should proceed. This is exemplified by the
debates in the pages of this journal, with those who note the value
of the subscription model (Kirby, 2012) on one side and those that
question the ongoing validity of paywalls and the extraction of
surplus value from academic labour (Berg, 2012; Petersen, 2012)
on the other. Look beyond the pages of this journal and we find
similar disagreements throughout the academic and publishing
communities. In this brief response to these debates I suggest
that we look to other sectors to see if we can learn any lessons
All rights reserved.
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from their own disruption and subsequent reorganisation. For
this exercise it is worth turning to the cultural sphere that has
perhaps felt these changes longest and in the most forcible terms,
namely, music.

In reflecting upon the last fifteen years in music cultures what
we are presented with is something close to Andrew Kirby’s
(2012, pp. 258–259) closing observations on the future of academic
publishing. Kirby points out that the ‘footprint’ of academic
publishing has grown ‘exponentially’ since the 1960s. His point
appears to be that even in the current system we are already faced
with an unwieldy mass of journals and journal articles. This, as the
statistics indicate, already represents an unfathomable amount of
published resource. Anecdotally we can probably reflect here on
how hard it is to keep up with the articles published in our own
specialist areas let alone across entire disciplines and cognate disci-
plines. The point, it would seem, is that this situation could very
well get even worse if we adopt an unlimited open model of
publishing. The implicit observation is that academic publishers
limit and classify the output of academics and thus filter and order
the content. Kirby’s suggestion is that with open access we will be
opening the floodgates whilst also losing some of these ordering
mechanisms. As such we might well end up, Kirby (2012, p. 259)
claims, with even more material and with ‘no obvious means to
make any sense of it’.

All of this is comparable with the way that the decentralisation
of music production and dissemination, where anyone can make
their music available via various web platforms, led towards
a cacophony of cultural forms. This open form of dissemination
in music produces a din that makes it hard to find or hear any
particular voices (Beer, 2006). The result is that the content, in
the large part, simply gets lost in this din. Rather than creating
an opportunity to be heard, the opportunity for anyone to make
and share their music means that very few actually attract any
substantial attention. The apparently empowering act of being
able to globally disseminate your own music is usually similar to
lishing: Some lessons from music culture, Political Geography (2012),
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shouting in the wind. In music this has led to a few powerful acts,
who hold a disproportionate amount of cultural sway, with lots of
fragmentation below them. Where we find artists who rise to
some form of cultural prominence we are forced to ask why it is
that that particular artist was heard above this din (Beer, 2008).
The indications are that it is the industry working with new forms
of marketing initiatives that generate an audience via these new
media platforms. So, from the perspective of the academic sector,
we might expect to end up with a few mega-superstars whose
work is visible and gets all of the attention and then a mass of
unheard voices crying in the wind. There will then inevitably be
a few occasions on which someone might rise from the mass of
the unheard ranks to the stratosphere of the special ones. This
academic form of social mobility might occur for arbitrary reasons
or perhaps because the individual in question is particularly
skilled in playing the rules of the new academic game, a game
of algorithmically charged visibility (Bucher, 2012). Academics
who are able to viral-market themselves are likely to be the
winners in this situation.

Against this backdrop of cultural cacophony, music cultures
have found ways to organise content so that it might find an audi-
ence. The broadcast model, despite the recent changes, remains
relatively powerful in music. And so we still have large organisa-
tions shaping consumption at the top end of the market through
TV shows like The X Factor. Amongst the chaos in music we also
have systems that enable people to locate new music that they
might like to listen to. Here predictive analytics are increasingly
beginning to rule. Music fans are often told what music they are
likely to want to listen to by machines. Software applications built
in to iTunes, Last.fm and the like are predictive of tastes. These
predictive systems provide a means for managing the chaos as
the music automatically ‘finds’ its audience. This is an era in which,
as Scott Lash (2006) has put it, the data ‘find us’. The practices of
tagging music with metadata and the accumulation of personal
profiles combine to enable this form of ‘knowing capitalism’

(Thrift, 2005) to operate. If this were to happen in academic
research then one of the solutions to the intellectual din of open
access might be apps that enable research articles to ‘find’ their
desired audiences. This app might well predict what type of thing
you might want to read and recommend it to you. An early version
of this type of recommendation system, although based just on
links with individual articles rather than one’s comprehensive
browsing history, is provided by Elsevier’s ScienceDirect platform.
It sounds nice and convenient, but as with music we are forced to
question the underlying algorithmic infrastructures that will then
be so powerful in shaping the formation of knowledge (Beer,
2009; Hayles, 2006). These algorithms will shape the knowledge
we encounter and will in turn then impact upon our ideas.

Indeed, one of the aspects of open access publishing that tends
to be overlooked is the form that these new archival sources might
take. As with any archive the power is with the gatekeepers and the
systems of ordering and classification that are put in place (see
Featherstone, 2000; and in relation to social media archives see
Gane & Beer, 2008). Inmusic, metadata tags are extremely powerful
in driving us towards content when searching for key terms. These
metadata tags are often part of a self-organising system in which
users label and classify the content. Similarly in open access
publishing such metadatawill be powerful in defining the products
of our searches. Who will classify and order the materials, howwill
these archives (or repositories as they are sometimes referred) be
ordered and organised and by whom? We often talk as if putting
things in a repository is a neutral act that is the same as handing
them directly to their desired audience. We should though be
asking what structures, metadata and classificatory systems will
make this material retrievable by its audience. The same should
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also be asked, of course, of the types of search, retrieval and recom-
mendation systems that emerge out of existing journal operations.
So we need to show some caution with regard to the ways that the
infrastructures and ordering regimes themselves might shape
knowledge formation.

What this amounts to, and perhaps the central lesson that we
might learn from music cultures, is that decentralisation and
freedom of access is not to be conflated with democratisation
(Beer, 2009). Just because something is open access does not
mean that its creator or its intended audience are ultimately
empowered. In music cultures the broadcast model has hung
around, providing as it does a filtering and promotional service
from which value can still be extracted. Similarly we might see
the subscription model in academic publishing hanging around
for the same reason. These older structures are likely to mix with
a variety of new open access structures. If we get distracted by
the utopian and dystopian visions of the future then we might
well miss the development of the material structures of this new
publishing regime and the new types of powers that they might
exercise (for a similar argument in urban studies see Graham,
2004). In music we have seen some record companies taking
huge losses in their attempts to struggle against the tide of new
technologies and the new cultures of sharing and access
(Leyshon, Webb, French, Thrift, & Crewe, 2005). This stands now
as a warning for other cultural sectors and at the same time indi-
cates that we are almost certain to see changes in academic
publishing over the coming years. From my research into music
cultures I am forced to raise the importance of the infrastructures
that will be in place and how these will implicate the voices that
are heard. Open access may have positive outcomes but it needs
careful navigation to ensure that it does not undermine the very
things that it aims to promote.
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